
The GT specifications allow large golf style rear wheels, a wider 
battery cover and wider mudguard. It delivers level of stability never 
seen before in the industry and will ensure users up to 200kg and 
still remain comfortable with complete control even over uneven 
terrain.

The Dual series offering side by side seating for two, either a friend, 
grandchild or pet can travel with you. The perfect travel experience!

Modern aesthetics reflecting the direction of automotive design can 
be seen throughout the chassis moldings and its full round suspen-
sion and shocks absorber have been re-engineered for an even 
smoother ride.

First class all-terrain comfort makes it the ultimate 
choice for people who demand the best in life!p p

Outstanding design. 
Fully active suspension with true shocks absorber
for high comfort. 
Smooth and quiet operation.                                 
Very high ground clearance.
GT series provides unbelievable stability, which makes
your rides safer.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

Driving range 
Wheel size front S4
Wheel size front S3
Wheel size rear S4+ Dual
Wheel size rear GT  
Battery size 
Dual braking system
Motor

Variable, up to 40 km*
4.10/3.50-6 (13 inches high)
3-10 (16 inches high)
3.5-10 (17 inches high)
7.5-8'' (16 inches high)
2x12V - 75Ah (Group 24)**
Automatic + Manuel
1400W – 24V DC

*Varies with user weight, terrain type, battery charge, battery and tire condition
**AGM or gel type required

S3: 60'' - S4: 64''
36''
(Without battery) 109 kg / 240 lbs
(With battery) 150 kg / 330 lbs
5''
S3: 56'' - S4: 86''
200kg or 440lbs
16 km/h

and Dualand Dual

S4+ Dual + Optional Dual Windshield Canopy #GNX-DWCS4+ Dual + Optional Dual Windshield Canopy #GNX-DWC


